
The First Battle of the War Games
We were walking to the stage to sign up for the war games because whoever won the 
games would win $100,000,000. We signed up and asked for our team name and we 
wrote down ‘The Lego Warriors’. In the stadium the crowd was booming and we were 
chosen up to the stand to choose our opponents so we started looking at the teams.  
Starfox team (Fox, Falco, Toad guy, Dog guy and Robot guy), The Evil Team 
(Ganondorf, Capt. Falcon, Mr.Game and Watch) or The Twilight Team (Zant,  
Brainwashed Midna, Ganon and Super Poe). We chose............. The Starfox Team. Then 
the announcer told us to get ready for our ‘fight to the death’ with the Starfox Team. In  
the locker room we went over the battle plan, ‘all they have is speed’ I said, ‘so if we take 
away their speed by making them drink poison we’ll win easily’ Link said. ‘Exactly’ I  
said. We walked out to the arena and stared our enemies in the eyes. Then the announcer 
said ‘FIGHT’ we grabbed our swords and charged at them but then they countered with 
a speed attack and we were knocked to the floor. Then Marth snuck away and poured 
poison in the Starfox Team’s drinks. But while we were doing that the Starfox Leader-  
Fox was doing the same to our drinks but with a different type of poison. Then we went  
back to the fight and we were winning… I think. Then the robot guy ran up at me with a 
gun but Link stabbed him from behind and killed him.’ I’m good’ said Link. Then the dog 
guy tried to sneak up on me and Link but then Roy came up from behind, hit him up in 
the air, then I jumped up and sliced his chest and he died from heart failure. Then the 
Toad guy came up in front of Roy then Roy stabbed him. Roy then went to drink his drink  
but then Fox tried to use reverse psychology on him but then Roy pushed him out of the  
way and drank his drink. Then Roy threw up and fell to the ground, me and Link went to 
check on Roy, he was still breathing, that was good. I started guarding him alongside 
Link. Just then Falco was turned into fire and was charging right at us, then I used my 
counter move and me and Link double stabbed him. Now Fox was the only one left in the 
Starfox Team. Me and Link watched him as he drank the poison and now, he was slower  
than a snail. Link charged at him but Fox pulled out his gun and tried to shoot him but  
barely hit Link. Then Fox ran at me and I rolled out of the way and chopped his head off.  
Then the announcer yelled, ‘THE LEGO WARRIORS WIN’. Then we went to the hospital  
and Link got a scar on his neck and I got a huge scar on my back and Roy received a 
power that me and Link had already, now Roy can turn into a dingo whenever he wants  
like Link and being a wolf and like me being able to turn into a fox. Then Roy’s wife  
came up to me and kissed me randomly and I was standing there confused if Roy’s wife 
was cheating on him?



                                     


